Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Heteroatoms in molecules may serve as centers for derivatization in many ways. I n standard reactions using nucleophiles and electrophiles the heteroelements are thereby transformed into new functionalities or eliminated t o leave a molecule with a new structure. Generally, these transformations follow classical rules of stoichiometry, valency, and structure. This is particularly true for the light atoms o f the early rows i n the Periodic Table, with the Octet Rule as a prominent example. I n the course of studies of the chemistry of the very heavy PostLanthanide metals it has recently been found, that reactions with compounds of these elements lead t o products of unexpected composition, a s functional groups become excessively metallated beyond the standard valency and coordination numbers. The effect is most pronounced with univalent gold A u + as a ligand t o First and Second Row Elements, for which a complete 'gilding' of atoms can be observed, with coordination numbers e.g. equal to, but also i n excess of four for carbon and nitrogen ( 1 ) .
